Blue Heron Network ®

Our parents taught us how to love our God
and how to live according to Christian values. They made us stronger with their experiences and wisdom. They gave us their
understanding and support in hard times.
Now they need us. Our counsel, company
and gratitude. With your loving hand they
can continue to live a lifelong dream; to
age at home with dignity.
Innovation
Prolonging Impendence
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Reside@HOME®
Independent Living Series
Specifically designed for the un-paid Caregiver
Children
Family
Friends
Associations
Blue Heron Network's Reside@HOME is an innovative communication device that allows
families to stay in contact with their aging loved ones and to assist them in staying independent
for as long as possible. Reside@HOME can be extremely beneficial in keeping those with early
stages of Alzheimer's and other neuro-degenerative conditions at home for as long as possible
while maintaining their traditional lifestyle and enhancing the quality of their lives.
Reside@HOME also allows multiple family members or caregivers to have a hand in providing
care whether you're a grandson or the care receiver's pharmacist. We achieve this by providing
the care recipient with a continuous regiment of prompts and reminders that guide them through
their normal daily activities. By utilizing Reside@HOME, the person providing care is able to
coach the care receiver through an entire day of activities and obligations in a systematic, yet
tactful manner, thus preserving the levels of compassion, respect, dignity and independence
they desire.
Who Benefits - Reside@HOME provides an opportunity for both the care recipient and the caregiver to
extend their mutual independence for as long as it is practical. Our product blends into the care recipient’s home
and is easy to install and operate. It is also compact, secure and unobtrusive.

An Extension of YOU - We have found that our goals seem to parallel with yours, which is to preserve the
care recipients right to live the remainder of their lives fully, in comfort and without any loss of respect or
dignity. So for Reside@HOME to be welcomed into the care recipient’s homes, it had to be basic but dynamic,
useful but entertaining, obvious but discrete. To achieve this we incorporated a tool set you can use to
customize the way the care receiver views and hears your communications. This ensures the care receiver that
all the communications they receive from Reside@HOME are actually from you and that Reside@HOME is
nothing more than an extension of you. We become a natural resource to them, an extension of their entire
family, a coaching tool which provides them with all the information they need to complete all their normal
daily activities; to their satisfaction, all on their own.

No Time or Distance Limitation - Our solution is designed to improve the caregiver’s ability to
effectively and efficiently communicate with the care recipient. With Reside@HOME you will be able to
provide the care recipient with a series of reminders and prompts that will guide them through each and every
day. You will be able to do this via your private account on our secure web site. You are able to reach the site
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from any web enabled device equipped with Internet access and a standard web browser. Therefore, you can
manage your account from anyplace in the world and at the times that are most convenient for you.

Include Everyone who Matters - Reside@HOME was specifically designed to allow the primary
caregiver the ability to include family members or professional assistance from around the world. You will be
able to provide secure access to your account to trusted family members, and even professional service
providers. You will act as the administrator for the account. That means you manage the number of participants
and authorize each to the level of participation you determine appropriate.
You are able to monitor all their activities and can view them at will. You will also be able to terminate their
participation if problems arise. You can set alert levels that notify you immediately by email and a text message
to your cell phone when any member of your circle of support tries to circumvent the parameters you have set.
They will not be able to affect your program or settings in anyway.

Safe and Secure - Because Reside@HOME is connected to the World Wide Web, we built our environment
from the ground up to provide both the caregiver and care recipient with the highest level of security available.
Our proprietary software has been specifically written to block any and all unauthorized entry on its own, thus
eliminating the need for you to purchase and maintain a separate 2nd party security or virus software package.
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The Client Monitor - As the following images clearly demonstrate, you can expect that each of the brands
of Reside@HOME Client Monitors we offer will be solidly built and of the highest quality.
Each model is carefully selected to provide the care recipient full functionality; right out of
the box. The touch computers are all current models, energy efficient and very quiet. Before
release, each model is fully tested with our proprietary software environment installed. The
monitors do not require any additional hardware, peripherals, software, configuration or user
installed updates in order to operate continuously for years to come.

The touch computer design was selected because it can be used effectively without a
keyboard or a mouse. The design resembles that of a television rather than a computer
system, therefore allowing the caregiver to remotely provide the care
recipient with the level of guidance they need in a clear, uncomplicated,
yet unobtrusive manner. The two built in speakers are powerful enough to
be heard clearly throughout the residence. This unique design allows the
Client Monitor to be placed in a location visible and convenient to the care
recipient, rather than one that suits only the installer.

Additional Information – For additional information about any of our unique Reside@HOME® series
products, please contact us directly either by email or by phone. By phone please call (616) 826-1665. Our
hours are 7:00 AM to 9:00 PM Eastern Standard Time. Or if you wish to contact us by email, please send each
inquire to:

Jon Conklin

or

Martin Nagtzaam

VP of Sales and co-founder

President and co-founder

jfconklin@bhnetwrok.net

mnagtzaam@bhnetwork.net

For more information on Reside@HOME® please visit us at:

www.BlueHeronNetwork.com
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